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3640 Bold Bidder Drive 
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Todd Osterloh 
Staff Attorney 
Kentucky Public Service Commission 
21 1 Sower Blvd. 
Frankfort, KY 40602-0615 
Office: (502) 564-3940, ext. 439 
Fax: (502) 564-3460 

PUBL!C SERVICE 
CO Ivl F\/l ISS ION 

Dear Todd; August 6,2010 

I called my previous attorney on record, Katie Younger, several times 
and did not get a return phone call. I did not have sufficient time, even with 
the extension granted by the PSC, to take time out fiom running my business 
and fimd another attorney and get them up to speed on this case. As a result, 
I have had to prepare the responses to KAW's interrogatories myself I hope 
they are sufficient for the purposes of the informal conference. 

I will be representing myself at the informal conference as well. If 
this matter is not settled at the conference and we go to a formal hearing I 
will of course find another attorney to represent JTB Real Estate. 

Thank you again for you help and consideration. 



Commonwealth of Kentucky 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

In the Matter of Case No. 2009-00483 

JTB Real Estate, LLC dba Tarleton Crossings Apartments 

Complainant 

V. 

Kentucky American Water Company 

Defendant 

COWLAINANT'S RESPONSES TO 
DEFENDANT'S INTERROGATORIES 

GENERAL OBJECTIONS: Plaintiff objects to KAW's 
interrogatories as they ask for information which KAW already has in 
their possession, are unduly burdensome, and seek in part information 
protected by the attorney - client, work product, party communications, 
investigative, and consulting expert privileges. 

RESPONSES 

Interrogatory ## 1 : 

Jeff Bradshaw, Carl Sitler, Ken Boyce, Mike Williams, and Rita 
Pendygraft all have knowledge of one or more of the allegations 
contained in the complaint. All of these persons have some knowledge 
relating to all of the allegations contained in the complaint, however, 
Jeff Bradshaw has knowledge of all matters contained in the complaint. 
No statements have been taken as of the present time. Jeff Bradshaw 
has all documents relating to this complaint, all of which have been 
turned over to the PSC and are available. 



Interrogatory #2: 

As of yet we have made no decision as to who we expect or intend 
to call as witnesses in this complaint. 

Interrogatory #3 : 

Water Meter over billings for the street meter and the laundry 
meter which total $6620.29. We concluded that the excessive water 
bills were the result of faulty meters, faulty meter readings, andlor faulty 
installations of the new electronic meters. The documents relevant to 
this claim are the monthly water meter readings & bills and the 
installation and repair records of the faulty installation of the street meter 
by KAW bills, all of which KAW has in their possession already, and 
the results of JIB'S  inspections of the water lines and the apartments 
serviced by the street and laundry meters which are included along with 
this response. 

Interrogatory #4: 

See copy of our water readings book. 

Interrogatory #5: 

Facts & Circumstances: 
a. water readings were extremely high during the time of meter 

change outs to the new electronic meters andor meter replacements. 
We had no such problems either immediately before or immediately 
after replacement meters were installed. 

all apartments were thoroughly inspected and water lines 
checked for leakage and nothing was found to just@ the extremely high 
water bills. 

b. 

Documents: 
a. KAW has all water billing documents for the periods involved 

in the complaint. 



Interrogatory #6: 

a. See #5a above. 
b. KAW has the records for the credit they issued and the repair 

that was done to the street meter. 

Interrogatory #7: 

Jeff Bradshaw flew up to the property from Florida to personally 
inspect the apts that were on the street meter several times, the third such 
time a detailed inspections report was made (see included report). The 
expenditures related to this were airline and hotel bills. 

Interrogatory #8: 

See #6b above. 

Interrogatory #9: 

KAW has the records for this time period 

Interrogatory # 10: 

See #7 

Interrogatory # 1 1 : 

KAW has records of the readings for the replacement meter 

Interrogatory # 12: 
It appears that this statement was made in error by the previous 

attorney on record as the street meter showed no evidence of unusually 
high meter readings after the meter had been replaced. 

Interrogatory # 13 : 

ISAW has the meter readings and is aware of the periods where 
extremely high readings were obtained. 



Interrogatory # 1 4: 

Jeff Bradshaw flew up to the property from Florida to personally 
inspect the apts that were on the street meter several times, the third such 
time a detailed inspections report was made (see included report). The 
expenditures related to this were airline and hotel bills. 

Interrogatory ## 1 5 : 

See our weekly water meter readings booklet for data on this time 
period. 

Interrogatory #I 6: 

This information has already been supplied to KAW. 

Interrogatory ## 17: 

Paragraph #5 does not address the matter of "readings reported 
thereafter on the laundry meter are above historic levels". 

Tnterrogatory # 1 8 

There is no paragraph #9 in the complaint that was filed by our 
attorney on record at the time the complaint was filed. 

Jeff Bradshaw: - 
ember for JTB Real Estate, LLC 

Date: 



INSPECTION SUNINIARY 
Apts 31-100 

8/17/09 
Water Leaks: 

#3 1: toilet leak - Mike fixed 
#S7: tub faucet leaking - have Ken fix this 
#S8: leaking water line in $5 bath 

Repairs: 
#31: needs new toilet flush lever (large nut); shower controls - left 

handle is loose after you turn on water 
#32: pull both toilets - install new wax rings - reseat toilets - grout 

them in; vinyl flooring damage from cats; tighten front door 
deadbol t 

#37: replace toilet float assembly 
#38: ?h bath flush valve seal - replace; master bath toilet tank leak 
#39: ?h bath toilet flapper not sealing - replace it 
#40: ?h bath needs new aerator in faucet; caulk tub; shower controls 

wobbly (have Ken fix this) 
#4 1 : corroded water heater - have Ken check for possible replacement 
#42: needs new kitchen faucet (use a good brand such as Delta); 

master bath float seal - replace it 
#43: replace ?h bath toilet flapper; master bath shower 

leaking; tile damage in tub area 
#48: ?h bath slow flush + needs new flush valve assem 
#49: master bath flush valve seal - replace it 
#S 1: a/c water leak 
#SS: needs new flush handle (large nut) in ?h bath 
#59: slow drain in full bath toilet - snake it out 
#S8: needs new flush valve seal in master bath 
#6S: needs a/c panel; remove window unit 

controls 

#66: needs fluidmaster seal - slow fill; needs a/c recharged 
#68: needs fluidmaster seal - slow fill 
#70: kitchen faucet aerator; bath sink needs replacing (has hole in it); 

needs flush valve assembly; bathroom sink has hole and is 
leaking water into cabinet 



#72: needs handles for tub faucets (Delta); needs smoke alarm 
#73: kitchen faucet needs seals 
#74: needs kitchen faucet; caulk tub 
#7S: needs kitchen faucet aerator 
#78: bathroom sink doesn’t drain very well 
#86: needs bath faucet aerator 
#88: toilet needs new flapper and fluidmaster seal 
#89: toilet flush valve needs replacing 
#93: drippy tub faucet 
#9S: needs new flush valve 
#96: needs new flapper for toilet; needs vinyl strip in kitchen; a/c 

#97: needs new front door 
# 100: toilet needs flapper & fluidmaster seal 

leaks sometimes - check drain pan and drain line 



INSPECTION SUMMARY 
Apts 1-30 

S/ 12/09 
Water Leaks: 

#3: needs new toilet flush valve 
# 16: toilet runs intermittently - replace flapper valve 
#30: master bath toilet leaking (needs new flapper assembly) 

Repairs: 
#3: dripping kitchen faucet (replace please); check hot water heater as 
they only get 3-5 minutes of hot water; leaking shower head (tighten 
connection & re Teflon tape it) 
#4 needs a tub stopper 
#S: repair kitchen cabinet (under sink) so it will shut properly 
#IO: a/c runs continually - apt. was freezing cold; need new a/c 
thermostat as the a/c was running but the thermostat was set to HEAT; 
ceiling vibrating from a/c running 
# 1 4  check hot water heater only getting 5-10 minutes of hot water; 
repair and paint a/c ceiling cover in entry way 
#18: toilet runs continuously (Jeff repaired & it’s OK now) 
#28: pull toilet and install new wax ring (it’s leaking under the toilet 
now & grout in the toilet when finished); try & save vinyl flooring 
#29: repair sliding door 



INSPECTION SUMMARY 
Apts 1 - 100 

8/12/09 & 8/17/09 

The following water leaks were found in apts. 1 - 100 while doing our 
inspections on 8/ 12/09 and 8/17/09. None of these leaks were enough to 
cause concern regarding causing the water bill to increase. 

Water Leaks: 
#3: needs new toilet flush valve 
#16: toilet runs intermittently - replace flapper valve 
#30: master bath toilet leaking intermittently (needs new flapper) 
#3 1: toilet leak - Mike fixed 
#S7: tub faucet drip leaking 
#58: leaking water line in ?h bath (seep type leak - cabinet floor was 
wet, not soaked or flooding) 

Update: at 350 AM on Tuesday morning, 8/18/09, both Ron, the part 
time maintenance man, and myself opened up the manhole covers for both 
the street meter and the laundry building meter and inspected them for 
movement. The following is what we observed. 

Street meter: watching for exactly 19 minutes we saw a movement of 
from exactly 3 to exactly 7 on the dial. Ron saw the red triangle on the meter 
stop moving for a count of 56 just prior to my arriving at the meter. 

Laundry Building meter: watched for a total of 6 minutes and the 
meter had a total movement of from 6.0 to 6.3. We both also observed the 
red triangle to completely stop for about 10 seconds several times during the 
6 minutes we were observing the meter. 

At the time of writing this update, we have fixed the leaks in apts. #3, 
#16, and #30 only. As it took all day to inspect 70 apts. yesterday (8/17/09) 
we have not repaired the water leaks found (toilets) in apts. #3 1, #57, and 
#S8. 



In addition, the maintenance crew has inspected all buildings to see if 
there are water faucets that a tenant could connect up a hose to and 
inadvertently run up the water bill that way. We have one that is keyed to 
water the entrance sign flower bed. Another was found behind apt. #29 and 
was closed off. I will walk all buildings myself to confirm this tomorrow, 
8/ 18/09. 

We also have a laundry building with 16 laundry machines. We have 
not water leaks in this building and electricity and income are both within 
normal range. That eliminates the laundry building as a possible source for 
the high meter readings. 

Further, we have had a water leak detection company come out, mark 
the water lines, and tell us that we had a water leak. I found out upon my 
arrival at the property that they had to use a water witch for all this as the 
leak detection company couldn’t find a water leak themselves. So we 
contracted with a local plumbing company to dig up the water lines in the 
area of surface water we noticed and also where the leak was indicated to be. 
No leaks were found in these areas. 

Conclusion: Apartments 1 - 100 and the laundry building are connected to 
the street side and laundry building meters, that’s all. Due to the small 
number of water leaks found in apts. 1 - 100 (all relatively minor leaks) and 
due to the very small usage when checked in the middle of the night I 
believe that is more than sufficient evidence that the meters are at fault. I 
base this conclusion on the fact that these meters have both been replaced 
within the past year or so and are new but more importantly we have 
established now that there are no leaks in the apts., the laundry building, or 
the water lines that would justify our water bill doubling or tripling or more 
as the bills from these two meters have shown. In fact, the overage in usage 
alone (over the past two months) is more than the entire property uses which 
points to something being VERY wrong. Now we have established that no 
leaks in either the water lines or the apartments themselves could account for 
anything but a fraction of this overage. I believe it is reasonable to conclude 
that the meters themselves are causing the incredibly high readings. 



Recent Bills: I have enclosed a copy of the most recent water bills for these 
two meters. I am sending along a check to Kentucky American Water for a 
total of $2,000 for meter #060468570N and $1,000 for meter #0605 15279N. 
These payments are in line with normal usage. 

Please note our last month’s water bill was the highest ever, by far, in 
the amount of $5029.94 total for all four meters. A nomial month’s usage 
for our property is from approximately $2900 to a high of $3650. 

Our current bill actually totals to $8653.50 for all four meters to give 
you an idea of the magnitude of the problem we have here. 

Jeff €3 radshaw 
Tarleton Crossings Apts. 



rleton &ossings Apts. 
3640 Bold Bidder Drive 
Lexington, KY 4051 7 

Date: 2/ 10/09 

Month 

Bug, 2008 

Sept, 2008 

Oct, 2008 

Nov, 2008 

Dec, 2008 

Jan, 2009 

Feb, 2009 

Meter # 

06027 1637A 
0605 15279N 
060365996J 

060271637A 
0605 15279N 
0603659965 

060271637A 
0605 15279N 
0603659965 

Usage" 

48 
143 
242 

Total: 

51 
220 
296 

Total: 

45 
22 1 
364 

Total: 

180 - 336 - 1382 (laundry bldg meter) 7/01/09 

Bill Amount 

$3 107 

$3648 

$3413 

$3302 

$353 
$884 
$1490 
$2880 

$371 
$1335 
$1807 
$3666 

$336 
$1341 
$2205 
$4034 

* usage X 7.50 = number of gallons used (usage is actually the 
number of cubic feet and there are 7.50 gals. per cubic foot) 
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